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APPARATUS FOR SELECTIVELY SCARFING' 
METAL BODIES 

BACKGROUND 

This invention relates to apparatus for selectively 
scar?ng the surface of ferrous metal bodies, particu 
larly non-uniformly cross-sectioned bodies such as 
beam blanks. I 

Structural steel shapes such as l_ beams, channels and 
the like are commonly rolled from rectangular ingots 
by forming blanks, such as beam blanks, having a cross 
sectional outline similar to the shape of the ?nished 
structural member. During the course of the rolling op 
eration, the ingots are rolled into beam blanks which 
are then rolled further into the desired structural shape 
by being subjected to a series of successive changes in 
shape and reduction in thickness. Beam blanks are 
therefore an intermediate stage in the overall rolling 

' operation of the finished product. 
Surface metal defects such as cracks, seams and slag 

inclusions are commonly encountered in both the 
?ange and web sections of beam blanks. Since the pres~ 
ence of such defects seriously affects the ultimate load 
ing capability of the finished I beams, the beam blanks 
are commonly subjected to a the'rmo-chemical surfac 
ing reaction referred to in the art as scar?ng. 
From the structural mechanics relating to I beam 

loadings, it is known that the most highly stressed por 
tions of the beam are in the outer corners, i.e., the two 
?ange sections of the beam. Defects in the web area are 
generally not critical since they do not affect the load 
ing capability of the ?nished beam, and hence are more 
tolerable. Consequently, the most efficient method of 
scar?ng beam blanks is to restrict the scar?ng reaction 
solely to the ?ange sections while leaving the surface of 
the web portion unscarfed. . ' 

Beam blank scarfing has heretofore been carried out 
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primarily on special type of apparatus, that is special - ‘ 
purpose machines which are solely able to accomodate 

-a particular size and shape of ‘product. U.S. Pat. No. 
3,398,943 illustrates a scarfing machine in which the. 

- scar?ng heads are contoured to correspond to the par 
ticular shape of the metal workpiece to be scarfed. Al 
though such machines are effective for scarfing a given 
beam blank size, the disadvantages of this type of appa 
ratus are severe, because the inordinate amount of time 
required to assemble and disassemble, the scar?ng 
heads precludes the commercial use of such ‘machines 
for anything other than a single size and shape of metal 
workpiece. As a result, such machines have only lim 
ited commercial value. 

In an effort to accomodate the wide variety of prod 
uct sizes and shapes encountered in steel mill opera 
tions, conventional four-sided sc'ar?ng machines, such 
as for example, the self-sizing machine described in 
U.S. Pat. No. 3,462,135, have been-employed for scarf 
ing beam blanks. However, the use of such machines 
for scarfing beam blanks presents serious operating 
problems; Speci?cally, if uniform oxygen ?ow issues 
from the four sides surrounding the beam blanks, metal, 
removal is uneven because the desurfacing reaction 
along the edges and sides of the ?anges is much more 
effective than the reaction at the web surface. This re 
sults in a poorly controlled scar?ng reaction and conse» 
quently a poorly scarfed product. 
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More'important, however, is the fact that heretofore, , 
the scar?ng of beam blanks with‘a four-sided scar?ng 

2 
machine has precluded the scar?ng of such sections in 
the generally preferred pattern. That is, selectively 
scarfing only the ?ange portion of the beam blank sur 
face. This problem is attributable to the nature of the 
continuous oxygen slot nozzle with which the scar?ng 
heads are provided. Such nozzles provide a continuous 
and uniform sheet-like stream of oxygen gas across the 
work surface of the metal body. Since in the majority 
of instances, only the ?anges of the beam blank require 
desurfacing, removal of metal from the web surface 
represents a wasteful, operation, rendering the entire 
scar?ng operation inefficient. This is particularly true 
for beam blanks where the web surface represents the 
major portion of the metal work surface. 

OBJECTS 

It is an object of this invention to provide scar?ng-ap 
paratus capable of selectively scar?ng only preselected 
portions of a metal workpiece, while leaving the re 
maining portion of said workpiece unscarfed. It is an 
other object of this invention to provide scar?ng appa 
ratus capable of selectively scarfing only the ?ange sec 
tions of beam blanks. it is another object of this inven 
tion to provide a scar?ng unit which may be quickly 
and easily adjusted to accomodate a' range of sizes and 
shapes of metal workpieces to be'scarfed. It is a further 
object of this invention to provide a scar?ng unit capa 
ble of selectively scar?ng a metal work surface while 
preventing molten metal from running over into the un- ' 
scarfed portions of the workpiece. It a still further ob-v 
ject of this invention to provide a scar?ng machine, 
such as a'four-sided, self-sizing scar?ng machine, capa 
ble of scar?ng only the selected portions of a non 
uniformly cross-section metal workpiece. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

These and other objects, which will become apparent 
from the detailed disclosure and claims to follow are 
achieved by the present invention, which comprises in 
a scar?ng unit comprising ?at upper and lower surfaces 
de?ning therebetween a wide continuous slot nozzle 
adapted to discharge a sheet-like stream of oxygen gas 
through the front end of said nozzle ‘at a zone extending 
across the metal body to be scarfed, said scarfing unit 
containing a multiplicity of ori?ces through which oxy 
gen gas is directed into the back end of said nozzle, the 
improvement comprising: means for restricting the 
?ow of said oxygen gas through a sectionof said nozzle, 
said means being disposed within said nozzle in such 
manner as to be substantially contiguous with the upper 
and lower surfaces of said nozzle and being narrower 
in 'width than the width of said nozzle, whereby said 
scar?ng unit is rendered capable of selectively scar?ng 
a pre-selected portion of said metal body narrower than 
the width of said nozzle, while leaving the remaining 
width of said metal body corresponding to the width of 
said flow restricting means unscarfed. ‘ ' 

Although the present invention is most advanta 
geously used to scarf beam blanks, the term “metal 
body” as used throughout the speci?cation and claims 
istno't intended to be restricted to such metal shapes, 
but rather is meant to include any metal sections re 
quiring scar?ng wherein a portion of the workpiece is 
sought to be scarfed while leaving a remaining portion 
unscarfed. Thus, the present invention is particularly 
useful for scar?ng non-uniformly cross-section-metal 
bodies. ‘ 
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It is to be noted that the term ?ow restricting means 
is not intended to be limited to completely restricting 
the ?ow of oxygen but may be used only to direct the 
?ow. On the other hand, the restricting means may en 
tirely plug up the ori?ces at the back end of the slotted 
nozzle so that complete restriction is obtained. Further 
more, the flow restricting means may have edges paral 
lel to the edges of the scar?ng unit thereby directing 
the ?ow of oxygen in-a straight path, or may be angu 
larly shaped thereby creating a change in the direction 
of the oxygen ?ow through the nozzle such that the ox 
ygen stream passing through the nozzles strikes the sec 
tion of the workpiece to be scarfed with a force and di 
rection so as to prevent molten metal from running 

. over into the portion of the workpiece which is not to 
be scarfed. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
the scar?ng unit is used in combination with a four 
sided, selfsizing machine such as described in U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,462,135. According to this embodiment of the 
invention, the scar?ng machine comprises upper, 
lower, ?rst side and secondside scar?ng units adapted 
to scarf, respectively, the corresponding side of the 
metal body to be scarfed. It will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art that each side may be made up of sev-' 
eral scar?ng units butted up against each other in ac 
cordance with conventional practice. 

THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 depicts a beam .blank upon which the pre 
ferred pattern of metal removal is indicated by the dot 
ted lines. 
FIG. 2 is a schematic in partially foreshortened sec 

tional representation of a scar?ng unit in combination 
with a four-sided scarfing machine in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 3 is an illustration of two angularly shaped ?ow 

restricting members according to the present invention. 
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of a beam blank upon 

which the flow pro?les of the scar?ng oxygen streams 
are indicated relative to pressurized air streams used in 
accordance with the present invention. ' 
FIG. 5 is a diagramatic elevation in partial cross 

section of a scarfing unit provided with flow restricting 
means in the oxygen nozzle in accordance with the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, the preferred pattern of beam 
blank scarfing in accordance with the present invention 
is shown by dotted line 1 indicating that metal removal 
is only effected along the surface of the beam blank 
flanges 2 and 3, leaving the upper 'and lower surfaces 
4 and 5 respectively of web 6 untreated. 

FIG. 2 shows scarfing unit 10 used as the upper scarf 
ing unit in combination with a four-sided scarfing ma 
chine ‘( not shown in its entirety) ‘including lower scarf 
ing unit 11, first side unit 12 and second side unit 13, 
all schematically represented. Scarfing oxygen indi 
cated by arrow 14 is fed through oxygen supply mani 
fold 15 and passes therefrom through a multiplicity of 
orifices 16 into the back end of continuous slot nozzle 
17. The oxygen passes through nozzle 17 in the direc 
tion shown by arrows l8 and 19 and out through the 
front end 20 of nozzle 17 being thereby directed at the 
?anges 21 and 22 at the workpiece W, which in the 
present case is shown as an I beam. Flow restricting 
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4 
members 23 and 24 are contiguous with the upper and 
lower surfaces of the preheat blocks (not visible in this 
view) and extend forwardly from the back end of slot 
ted nozzle 17 being in contact so as to shut off certain 
of the ori?ces 16 and extending to the front end 25 of 
oxygen slot 17, thereby completely filling a?section of 
said nozzle 17. Flow restricting members 23 and 24 are 
positioned within nozzle 17 so as to prevent oxygen gas 
from impinging upon the web surface 26 of the work 
piece W, thereby preventing scar?ng oxygen reaction 
from taking place thereon. The beam blank 20 is thus 
selectively scarfed only along the ?ange surfaces 21 
and 22. 

Size adjusting piston 27 is positioned within the oxy 
gen supply manifold 15 in accordance with the size of 
the particular metal body to be scarfed in accordance 
with the conventional manner. It serves to prevent the 
oxygen gas 14 from ?lling the oxygen manifold 15 be 
yond the limits of the O-ring 28 and thus illustrates the 
number of ori?ces 16 which are operative during the 
scar?ng reaction. In the embodiment shown ori?ces to 
the right of ori?ce 30 would be inoperative and oxygen 
would be supplied only to those ori?ces to the left of 
said ori?ce 30. 
Flow restricting members 23 and 24 are removably 

inserted within oxygen slot nozzle 17 by means of a 
screw 31 which forces anvil 32 to press against com 
pressible pad 33 which may be made for example of 
Te?on, causing it to. expand in a direction normal to 
screw 31 thereby locking it in place against a surface 
to the preheat block (not shown in FIG. 2 since such 
planes are parallel to the plane of the drawing). 

In FIG. 3 ?ow restricting members 40 and 41 illus 
trate the angular shapes which the size of such mem 
bers can assume in applications where it is desirable to 
create a change in the scar?ng oxygen stream which 
passes through nozzles 17. By properly shaping the side 
of the ?ow restricting means 40 and 41, for a given 
workpiece to be scarfed, it is possible to create an oxy 
gen ?ow pattern such that the oxygen strikes the sec 
tion of the work surface to be scarfed in a manner 
which prevents molten metal from running over into 
the section'of the workpiece which is not to be scarfed. 
Members 40 and 41 are removably inserted into the ox 
ygen slot nozzle 17 in like manner as previously de 
scribed by means of screws 42, anvils 43 and compres 
sion pads 44. 

In FIG. 4 air jets 50 are shown as they would be used 
in combination with the present invention. Pressurized 
air streams 51 shown above and below the web 52 are 
directed at said web and are deflectedvtherefrom along 
?anges 53 to prevent molten metal from the scarfed 
?anges 53 from running over on to the surface of web 
52. The angle of de?ection of air stream 51 will be gov 
erned by its angle of impingement upon web 52, the 
particular shape of the work surface which it strikes 
and the motion of the work surface relative to the air 
stream. The ?ow of oxygen stream 54 is also shown im 
pinging upon ?anges 53. It should be noted that angle 
‘A, the angle of impingement between air stream 51 and 
the surface of web 52 should always be somewhat less 
than angle B, the angle of impingement between oxy 
gen stream 54 and ?ange edge 53. 
FIG. 5 illustrates the relative orientation of the flow 

restricting member 60 which ?lls the oxygen nozzle 61 
formed between the lower surface 62 of upper preheat 
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block 63 and the upper surface 64 of lower preheat 
block 65. 

It is preferred that the ?ow restricting members 23 
and 24 not be flush or contiguous with the upper and 
lower surfaces de?ning the nozzle slot 17, but rather 
that they be substantially contiguous, that is leaving a 
clearance therebetween for the flow of a small amount 
of oxygen. This is illustrated in FIG. 2 wherein recesses 
38 and 39 are provided between the upper surfaces of 
flow restricting members 23 and 24, respectively and 
the lower surface of the upper preheat block to enable 
a small flow of oxygen gas eminating from theori?ces 
in back of members 23 and 24 to pass through said re 
cesses. The purpose of this small oxygen flow is to keep 
the exposed front end surface of the upper block clear 
of slag ?ow-back which would otherwise accumulate 
during the scar?ng operation. 

I claim: 
1. In a scar?ng unit comprising ?at upper and lower 

surfaces de?ning therebetween a wide continuous slot 
nozzle adapted to discharge a sheet~like stream of oxy 
gen gas through the front end of said nozzle at a zone 
extending across the metal body to be scarfed, said 
scar?ng unit containing a multiplicity of ori?ces 
through which oxygen gas is directed into the back end 
of said nozzle, the improvement comprising means for 
rendering the scar?ng unit capable of selectively scarf 
ing a preselected portion of said metal body narrower 
than the width of said nozzle while leaving the remain 
ing portion of said metal body unscarfed, comprising: 
means for restricting the flow of said oxygen gas 
through a section of said nozzle, said flow restricting 
means being disposed within said nozzle in such man 
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6 
ner as to be substantially contiguous with the upper and 
lower surfaces of said nozzle and being narrower in 
width than the width of said nozzle, and said means 
having sides angularly shaped so as to create a change 
in the direction of a portion of the oxygen stream pass 
ing through the oxygen slot such that the oxygen stream 
impinging upon the preselected portion of the metal 
body prevents molten metal from running over on to 
the remaining unscarfed portion of the metal body cor 
responding to the width of said flow restricting means. 

2. in a scar?ng unit comprising ?at upper and lower 
surfaces de?ning therebetween a wide continuous slot 
nozzle adapted to discharge a sheet-like stream of oxy 
gen gas through the front end of said nozzle at a zone 
extending across the metal body to be scarfed, said 
scar?ng unit containing a multiplicity of ori?ces 
through which oxygen gas is directed into the back end 
of said nozzle, the improvement comprising means for 
rendering the scar?ng unit capable of selectively scarf. 
ing the ?ange surface of a beam'blank while leaving the 
web surface unscarfed, comprising: means for restrict~ 
ing the flow of said oxygen gas through a section of said 
nozzle corresponding to the web surface of the beam 
blank to be scarfed,-said ?ow restricting means being 
disposed within said nozzle in such manner as to be 
substantially contiguous with the upper and lower sur 
faces of said nozzle, and nozzle means for directing a 
pressurized air stream at the web, such that said air 
stream is de?ected therefrom upward along the flange 
to prevent molten metal from the scarfed ?ange from 
running over on to the surface of the unscarfed web. 

* * II‘ it It‘ 
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